
International PV Module QA Task Force: Thin-Film Task Group Kickoff 
Meeting  
 
Notes from the Thursday afternoon discussion session 
 
In the first break out: Pick 4-6 failure modes that we are most concerned with 
for thin film products.  In the second break out: How do we move forward to 
address thin-film failure modes identified in first break out?  Can we work with 
current groups? 
 
The items in red differ for thin film compared to silicon 

• Broken glass (breakage in field, corrosion during storage, etc.) Annealed, 
heat strengthened, tempered glass; strain caused by films themselves 

• Corrosion Chemical attack – salt, sulfur, Ammonia-induced corrosion 
Corrosion of/around scribes (e.g. due to moisture ingress or sodium 
diffusion, or…) 

• Peeling (multiple types including monolithic interconnection, metals (e.g. 
films), etc.)  

• Delamination: Junction box delamination; encapsulant delamination, tape 
• Non-soldered busbar disconnection 
• Electrical connections with shingled cells 
• Junction failure – Semiconductor degradation by diffusion (e.g. Cu); Light-

induced degradation – is this “failure”? Contamination by water, oxygen, 
carbon 

• Hot spots  
• Shunts at scribe lines – Decreased low-light performance (creation of shunts) 

– sometimes results in hot spots?  
• Mounting–induced failure (incorrect clamping) – Frame failure 
• Hail damage (foil packages and non-strengthened glass are more susceptible) 
• Back foil cracking (is chalking a failure?) 
• Solder fatigue 
• Mechanical failures – Leads falling off, Connector failures, Rail detachment or 

creepage, Snow, wind damage,  
• Diode failures – Foils can lead to static? 
• Arcing (can lead to fires) (can be ground fault or disconnected circuit) –

Ground fault 
• Thin-film specific corrosion issues: Edge seal failure, TCO resistivity change 

System-voltage degradation – (at scribe lines, TCO delamination, Na into cell) 
• Encapsulant browning 
• Isolation scribes (poor edge delete) can lead to leakage and ground faults 
• Soiling 
• Alignment of the scribe lines with soil line – don’t have a dirt stripe that 

covers an entire stripe. 
• Cohesive failure of encapsulants, adhesives, edge seal, direct-roof bond 
• “Rodents” Animals chewing through cables. 



• Flexible modules – bending, walked on modules 
• Mismanagement of box cutter 
• Aesthetic issues – change of color (discoloration); nonuniform color;  
• Puddles of water causing damage for flat-mounted modules. 

In the first break out: Pick 4-6 failure modes that we are most concerned with 
for thin film products.  In the second break out: How do we move forward to 
address thin-film failure modes identified in first break out?  Can we work with 
current groups? 
 
This list taken from PVMC list 
 



 


